Members and Guests

X Sandy Parsons, ARC /Chair
  Dani Anguiano, AS Commissioner of MultiCultural Affairs
X Maurice Bryan, SJA
  Rick Deaver, FCP
X Jordan Layman, IRES
  Deborah Lemmo, AS
  Lynda Miracle, FCP
X Marie Patterson, FMS
  Mike Thorpe, Risk Manager
  Gloria Torbeck, UHFS
X Gretchen Tousey, staff council
X Linda Vidovich, SHR
X David Wymore, FCP
X Nicole Simms, Student (ARC)
  Rouben Mohiuddin, Faculty

Minutes:
Minutes were not reviewed.

Old Business

  Self Evaluation

  • Draft #1 of Self Evaluation summary was reviewed by committee and suggestions and corrections were recommended. Sandy Parsons will make changes and provide Draft #2 to committee.

  Transition Plan:

  • David Wymore reported that his office is continuing to work on updating the Chico State transition plan and estimates that the project will be complete by the end of the Spring 2014 semester.

  Butte Hall Restrooms:

  • Butte Hall restroom renovations for accessibility were complete during the winter break.

New Business

  • Marie Patterson shared that FMS has contracted with a CASP out of Sacramento. This is great news for the University.
  • Jordan Layman, Web Services, is officially taking responsibility for Tony Dunn’s seat at the ADA Committee Table. Thanks, Jordan!

NEXT MEETING WILL BE February 24th at 1pm to 2pm in SSC 206

Minutes submitted by Sandy Parsons, Chair